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JUAN GENOVÉS: AN ARTIST’S LIFE
by Armando Montesinos & Mariano Navarro

“Buddhists say that there are two moments of illumination in a day, one before falling asleep
and the other upon waking up. In my case, that’s true, it happens to me. If it occurs before falling
asleep, it’s annoying, because I have to get out of bed to capture the idea on a sheet of paper in
order to be able to remember it the next day. But if it happens upon waking, it can sometimes be
wonderful”. 1
Genovés’s assistant, Leonardo Villela, told us how that was a revelation for the artist: “A little
over ten years ago he discovered that four o’clock in the morning was when he was at his best. He
told himself: ‘Why should I stay in bed if I can go up to the studio and start painting right away.’
He usually paints his backgrounds at five in the morning. That’s the time of day he has no fear of
the blank canvas”
Thus begins the work routine that structures all the hours of the day. When he wakes up in
the morning he works in solitude in his studio for four or five hours. Once his assistant arrives,
he continues working until midday, when he takes a brief break, usually a walk through the
neighborhood around his house in Aravaca in the suburbs of Madrid. After lunch and a short nap,
he returns to the studio, where either he continues working on what he started in the morning, or
he draws, exploring new series or ideas. Once the sun goes down, he reads.
In the nearly twenty years since the turn of the century, Juan Genovés has devoted himself almost
entirely to his creative work. He has not turned away from his political ideas and activism of the
four previous decades, but he has scaled back the amount of time he devotes to them daily. Genovés,
who was born in 1930 and endured the Spanish Civil War as a child, was an active opponent
of General Franco’s dictatorship, with all of the danger associated with that position. After the
dictator’s death, Genovés’s contributions to Spain’s democratic renaissance were exemplary. He
worked tirelessly from the late nineteen seventies to establish cultural institutions and associations.
Today, Juan Genovés is an icon of civic engagement for many generations of Spaniards, including
the youth involved in new social movements.
His work so far this century places him squarely in the company of those great artists whose
longevity in no way diminished the quality of the work that made them famous. On the contrary, De
Kooning, Cy Twombly, Antóni Tàpies or Jasper Johns, just to name an illustrious few, remained
utterly contemporary, both in their discourse and in their spirit of exploration, all the while
creating at a pace that belied their ages.
“My latest pieces are no less intense because I am working against time. To be able to cause the
viewer to confuse the “normal” with that which is not, with the addition of what is “thought out”—
making it appear to be by chance, when it is not: digging deep into what lies hidden in the canvas,
provoking discoveries.”
1. Unless otherwise specified, the quotations are those of Juan Genovés. They are excerpted from a conversation that took place specifically for this catalogue. It was
one among the many that the authors, along with Alicia Murría, had over the past two years with the artist and the people close to him, in order to write an extensive
biography of the artist, soon to be published in Spain.

Termodinámica, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 98 3/8 x 70 7/8 in., 250 x 180 cm

Genovés achieved worldwide recognition in the mid-nineteen sixties with his paintings of crowds,
or “multitudes”. Those works explored images of escape, surveillance, and repression… they were
scenes dominated by fear. The crowds were seen, more often than not, as if through the telescopic
sight of a gun, or from a distance, through a camera’s lens, giving them an unmistakably cinematic
quality.
Alicia Murría characterized that seminal period very well: “Genovés adopted some of the
strategies of Pop art such as references to mass media and film, the use of images taken from the
press, and techniques such as the use of spray paint, stamps, and stencils that enabled him to repeat
or multiply a given motif. That motif was almost always the human figure, at times reminiscent of
Eadweard Muybridge’s studies of the figure in motion. He incorporated those resources into his
work, creating a language in which the loneliness of the modern individual blended with intense
scenes of repression, torture, and violence that alluded to the political situation in Spain.” 2
Those harsh paintings, in black and white or earth tones that reflected that dark period and its
deprivations of freedom, have given way in recent years to works where color prevails. These works
embody a certain metaphysics of beauty, in which the artist’s joy in his work can be sensed. They
are the fruits of a full life.
His tireless exploratory spirit is always able to bring forth discoveries that engage and appeal to
the viewer. The bird´s eye view in almost all of the paintings no longer implies that surveilling or
repressive gaze. Rather, it is a different, omniscient point of view, one that contemplates everything
that is occurring. It is a narrative gaze, more neutral, but never indifferent. What is it telling us?
“Throughout the history of art, painters saw what lay in front of them. However, as everyone
knows, a single finger can block out the sun. What is right in front of you can obscure so many
things, so I thought it better to look from above, in order to find clarity. Who knows, I may have
been influenced by my fondness for soccer, whose beauty can be best appreciated when seen from
above. When it is seen at ground level, almost everything is hidden — the players all block each
other from view.”
Often, when Genovés comes home from having seen a soccer match in his native Valencia, where
he frequently goes, he brings dozens of photographs of the people entering or leaving the stadium
home with him. Arranged in different ways, these images are the seeds for many of his paintings.
“Just as the beauty of soccer is revealed to me by watching it from the upper stands, I also have
the crowd, before or after the game, seen from above. The people, grouped in the same way as they
are on the canvas, speak to me; they have a language of their own. It is intriguing visually to see how
things change as they exit. Depending on if the game was lost or won, it is totally different. When I
have it in photographs, I can then study it in peace. This search for sensations is thrilling to me.”
“I think that everyone understands the language of photography. I’ve been working with this
language for a long time, but disguised, saying things that cannot be said with photography — the
variety of materials, texture, false perspective, and all of the discoveries that I make along the way.
I am like a hunter, tirelessly going after his prey.”

In this exhibit, composed chiefly of works dated from last year, there is a collection of paintings–
Entropía, Termodinámica, Distante, Conexo, Desviaciones, and Fusión – in which the crowd gathers within or
moves through a large central void, which is, at the same time, an area of pure color play. In Fusión,
a large diptych, there is a space resembling a bullring, an arena, and something is happening there.
Why are the figures still? What are they waiting for, frozen before a sacred site, yet also an empty
space, inhabited only by color?
“In a given situation, people grouped together create a kind of shelter. We gather to defend
ourselves, to recognize ourselves, to be one among many. When we find ourselves engulfed in
a crowd, we always feel, albeit in different ways, that we are here, alive — and in the face of the
unknown, the mystery of being alive, we know that we are not alone. Up against the anguish of
loneliness, there is an almost electric feeling in gathering together in a group, something special
and surprising when you ask yourself what you are doing there, in that moment. I am yelling, I am
singing, I am running, happy or fearful, terrified, in spite of myself, and so many things that are
unimaginable in the realm of reason.”
“Sometimes, as if someone were whispering to me, I hear the murmur of the crowd, their
cries, their rhythms. Oh, happiness! Those are glorious moments; I paint and paint, calmly, and
time flies. On the contrary, when the surface is calling to me and I do not understand what it is
saying, annoyance and anger take over. ‘This looks like it’s going nowhere, best to abandon it,’ I
tell myself. But I am obsessed, I keep trying and trying to resolve the painting, and the result is
dreadful.”
“It is important to follow the painting’s tempo. Some paintings demand haste, others are lazy,
and require slowness and calm. That tempo emerges out of the process, and the canvas tells me
as I go along, sometimes it yells it at me, other times, little by little, it guides me. The work is in
charge. It does no good to get ahead of oneself, one has to have confidence, perseverance, and to
forge ahead, aware of the here and now, step by step.”
This exhibit is a collection of pieces characterized by sumptuous color play on backgrounds of
particular chromatic and physical richness. This can be seen in Asentamiento, with its heavily worked
aqueous green and small areas in relief, also visible in Embarrados. In both, intriguing variations are
present in the composition and structure of the crowds. Perhaps the principal defining trait of all
of these paintings is the exuberance of the individualized treatment of the dozens or hundreds of
human figures that populate them.
Leo Villela tells us: “It was in 2005 that he began to make the figures using just one color, and
a large amount of modeling paste. He then began to transform them into elements with greater
volume, more complex and varied. We have a lot of bottles in the studio, full of acrylic gel. That
is what provides the volume. The gel can be opaque or transparent, and it comes in every color
imaginable. He mixes it, and then he incorporates many little details from his walks on the beach
in Valencia, small shells, bones, and sand. We also collect buttons and everything that we find. We
have several boxes with all kinds of beads.
“He has a process of working directly on the canvas…objects that are gathered, odds and ends,
wires. Today, for example, he came up with a new way to paint legs. He got a clip, tied it with tape
to the wooden handle of a paintbrush, and created the structure of a fountain pen. He wet the little

2. Alicia Murría, “Juan Genovés, pintor de los conflictos humanos”, catalogue Juan Genovés. Multitudes, Museo MAC, A Coruña, 2015, p. 55.
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tip of the clip and started painting the legs. We’ve been doing that this morning; he is improvising
as he goes along. Juan is always changing his creative process. He rarely repeats the same technique.
He loves to experiment with materials, shadows, modeling paste, to create more volume. It is a
playful environment. Juan has fun as he works, it nourishes and entertains him.”
“Culture is play”, Genovés asserts. “It is the only activity that connects us to animals. To play is
to learn, to stop playing is to give up.”
“Starting when I was very small, my father used to give me a visual test: he would scribble
something instinctively on a sheet of paper and then hand it to me, saying: ‘Let’s see what you
make of it.’ I was crazy about that experiment. I would follow him around, begging him, ‘Scribble
for me!’ Those scribbles my father made had a life of their own. So, that is emblazoned in my
memory. I follow my assistants around asking them to make a “scribble” (a background) for me,
so that I can then alter it, sometimes completely. It gives the illusion of not starting from a blank
space and lets my imagination run wild, as in a dream. It embodies two concepts for me, existence
and representation. I think that objects and textures on canvas are capable of reflecting on their
own, freeing themselves from the spectator and carrying on their own conversation.”
“In the realm of visual art, each element is not limited to one function alone, rather it has
many. For me, the little figures fulfill the missions of realism and humanity, in that they represent
how we are all the same, but also different. Visually, they occupy points in space. Any grouping in
space that occurs by chance indicates “normalcy” to the eyes of the spectator. But if we add one or
more elements to modify it, it immediately becomes “false” for the viewer. For me, that presents a
problem. I am learning to modify the “normal”, without what is “false” becoming apparent. I use
what is called VP3 in three point perspective: it is the third vanishing point, where the verticals
vanish; but I lay traps, in which the illusion is not apparent, and therefore, appears to be real.
However, I am certain that these elements have other functions which I have yet to discover. I have
always been a collector of “found objects”. They thrill me, and I have thousands, which I use with
pleasure.”
The cast shadow is a very important element in those figures. Each figure is anchored in an
undefined space by its unique shadow. In using this technique, Genovés is linked to Velázquez, in
whose paintings we see the same approach, as in El Infante Don Carlos or Pablo de Valladolid.
“I am aware of having lost the treasure that was my childhood mind. That expansive, luminous,
optimistic child’s gaze; children have no awareness of the shadow. I lost that gaze when I encountered
the shadow, when I started to think about it. My discovery was so important to me, and I talked
about it so much, that my classmates started using the nickname ‘Sombra’ for me. That was when I
landed in the prison of culture, and I am still behind those bars.”

Mikado makes reference, perhaps, to the game of pick-up sticks. There is a festive quality to it. It
is as if some of the figures were projecting beams of light, which are in fact narrow white areas that
connect those figures to each other.
In Propiedades, the figures are arranged on a group of irregularly shaped geometric spots that in
some instances contain a meandering thread. It is the piece in the exhibit with the most obvious
social meaning. The property owners lay claim to their scraps of territory, while the poor are left
to wander through the unoccupied spaces. Each of them is in their “place”, on their own lawn or
property, while a handful of the deprived roam through the desolate spaces that lie between them.
In Terrenal, a diagonal slash on the upper edge of the canvas creates both the notion of a boundary
and a dark abyss. It is not clear if the people are fleeing from it or running toward it. And finally,
in Umbral and Vaivenes there are backgrounds that, in contrast to Asentamiento, delineate the places
and pathways where the figures wander about.
When we convey our admiration to Genovés for his command of drawing and different painting
techniques, his response to us is swift, but considered, “At the same time that I am painting, I am
getting used to the passage of time. I am studying the aging processes in myself. Being curious, as
I have always been, I am constantly examining and surprising myself.”
		
“Vivid memories of my childhood and youth, when I was first learning to draw and discovering
painting, come to my mind regularly,” the artist remarks. “Memories that I had forgotten reappear,
and I make them current, and introduce them into the present moment as a new sensation. They
are difficult for me to explain, because they are visual sensations, and language comes up short
when it comes to expressing what the eyes see. The very idea of them is in a visual language. How
can I describe my excitement upon discovering ‘that little mound that gets thicker when I add
pigment to it, and that gets picked up with the brush as a either a damp droplet or a semi-dry
droplet’? It sounds silly, because it has nothing to do with those words, it’s just an example, but it
is a collection of wordless illusions: mute, yet resounding.”
At the end of our conversation, the artist tells us: “If I look back, I see myself as old, but if I look
forward, into the present, I see myself as young as ever. Are we what we remember? Are we what we
forget? Maybe I am not so content, because I want to paint more and more.” And he smiles that
smile that we know so well.

In every Juan Genovés exhibit, there is a group of works that set out to explore directions not
touched upon previously. In our opinion, that is the case in this exhibit with Catafalco. It is a midsized painting which, through the use of black lines and white surfaces, builds what appears to be a
structure that is seen from a disorienting perspective, making it behave like a kind of visual trick.
That false edifice, with a grid that simulates a vertical ascent, is crowned by a solitary individual. It
is a structure, suggesting perhaps power, superimposed on reality.
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Mikado, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 51 1/8 x 63 in., 130 x 160 cm
9

Terrenal, 2016, acrylic on board, 70 7/8 x 98 3/8 in., 180 x 250 cm
11

Axioma #1, 2018, acrylic on canvas on board, 39 3/8 x 39 3/8 in., 100 x 100 cm
13

Catafalco, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 39 3/8 x 39 3/8 in., 100 x 100 cm
14

Disperso, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 39 3/8 x 39 3/8 in., 100 x 100 cm
15

Propiedades, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 59 x 70 7/8 in., 150 x 180 cm
17

Umbral, 2017, acrylic on board, 63 x 51 1/8 in., 160 x 130 cm
18

Vaivenes, 2017, acrylic on board, 47 1/4 x 59 in., 120 x 150 cm
19

Joli, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 39 3/8 x 39 3/8 in., 100 x 100 cm
21

Fusión, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, each panel: 82 5/8 x 63 in., 210 x 160 cm
23

Asentamiento, 2017, acrylic on board, 51 1/8 x 63 in., 130 x 160 cm
25

Distante, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 39 3/8 x 39 3/8 in., 100 x 100 cm
26

Desviaciones, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 70 7/8 x 59 in., 180 x 150 cm
27

Movimiento, 2017, acrylic on nylon, 63 x 51 1/8 in., 160 x 130 cm
28

Septimo, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, diameter: 78 3/4 in., 200 cm
29

Entropía, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 82 5/8 x 63 in., 210 x 160 cm
31

Tramado, 2017, acrylic on board, 31 1/2 x 23 5/8 in., 80 x 60 cm
32

Persisten, 2018, acrylic on board, 78 3/4 x 59 in., 200 x 150 cm
33

Vislumbre, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, diameter: 78 3/4 in., 200 cm
34

Vacio, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 59 x 47 1/4 in., 150 x 120 cm
35

Embarrados, 2017, acrylic on canvas on board, 82 5/8 x 63 in., 210 x 160 cm
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